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WHAT IS WORLDCAT DISCOVERY?

- WorldCat Discovery lets you find everything you need with one simple search interface
- It’s a way to locate books, theses, articles, journals, videos and other items of interest in your library or other libraries
- Through WorldCat you have access to specialized databases such as ScienceDirect, SAePublications etc.
- Searches in WorldCat Discovery produce direct links to articles, e-books and other resources
- To access these resources, when working off-campus, you will be required to log in, using your portal detail, to link to full text
Search for a journal, book or other resource in the UP Catalogue
WorldCat Discovery search

From the library website, go to Search – “Catalogue” or “WorldCat Discovery”

... Or use the search block at the bottom of the screen
Enter your search term/s in the search block and click on “Search”
The number of results in "Libraries worldwide" is 2,834. Limit results to "University of Pretoria".
The number of results in UP Libraries: 1,079
The results include different formats to which you can limit, e.g. print books, e-books, journals, journal articles, theses, DVD’s etc. in all UP libraries.
You can limit to a specific library, but remember branch scoping only retrieves physical items in that library. Items that are in electronic format only won’t be included in the results.
Results can also be limited to specific years, language, author or topic.
This print book is available in the Veterinary Sciences library’s Study collection and is Available for use.
This print book is available in the VET library’s Open collection. VET 636 WEAVER is the shelf number of the book.
This print book is available in the VET library’s Study Collection and is currently checked out.
This book is available as an e-book. Click on View e-Book to view the content.
Actions for selected chapters
Select all / Deselect all

- Download PDFs
- Export citations

[ ] Book chapter • Full text access
16 - Diseases of the Skin, Eye, Conjunctiva, and External Ear
Pages 1540-1661
Download PDF

[ ] Book chapter • Full text access
17 - Metabolic and Endocrine Diseases
Pages 1662-1757
Download PDF

[ ] Book chapter • Full text access
18 - Diseases Primarily Affecting the Reproductive System
Pages 1758-1829
Download PDF

[ ] Book chapter • Full text access
19 - Perinatal Diseases
Pages 1830-1903
Download PDF

The E-Book on the ScienceDirect platform where chapters can be downloaded
E-books can also be explored via “E-Book collections” or “E-Dictionaries” on the library web
You can search via an alphabetical list of collections, a subject list, go to E-Dictionaries or go to E-Reference books.
Some examples of E-Book collections relevant for Veterinary Science…

- Cambridge Books Online
- Clinical Key
- Digital Book Index
- DOAB: Directory of Open Access Books
- Ebook Central
- eBook Directory
- FreeBooks4Doctors
- FreeTechBooks
- Human Sciences Research Council Publications
- Internet Archive
- Internet Public Library
- IVIS
More examples of E-Book collections relevant for Veterinary Science…
E-Dictionaries
E-Reference Books

Electronic Reference Books

- Free unrestricted access

A
- AccessEngineering
- Access Science: McGraw-Hill Encyclopedia of Science and Technology
- Adam Health Illustrated Encyclopedia
- Animal Health and Production Compendium
- Art and Architecture Thesaurus Online
- Art Dictionary

B
- BibleGateway
- Biographical Dictionary of Central and Eastern Europe in the Twentieth Century
- BiologyBrowser
- Bloomberg Financial Glossary
- Book Citation Index

C
- Cambridge Dictionaries Online
Back to the catalogue.....

By clicking on the title of a book.....
...you can view a brief or full display, view the bibliographic description of the book or explore editions and formats.
Editions and formats

The 2017 edition of this book is available in e-format. If you scroll down, you’ll see older print editions available.
An advanced search can also be done in the catalogue by adding search terms to different search fields.
Search for "Immunology" as a keyword AND "Tizard" as an author.
Search results that can be limited to elements listed on the left-side of the screen e.g. books, journal articles, specific years etc.
How to find a journal or article through the catalogue. We’ll start with the journal title…

Example of an article:

The Dairy Cattle Housing Dilemma: Natural Behavior Versus Animal Care

By: Beaver, Annabelle; Ritter, Caroline; von Keyserlingk, Marina A. G.
VETERINARY CLINICS OF NORTH AMERICA-FOOD ANIMAL PRACTICE Volume: 35 Issue: 1 Pages: 11+ Published: MAR 2019

Search University of Pretoria Libraries and beyond.

Type in the journal title, or part of it, in the search block

Choose the correct journal title and click on Search
The journal appears at the top of the screen.
Click on “Access journal” to go to the specific full text platform.
An alternative way to find the journal article

Type the title of the article in the search block

The dairy cattle housing dilemma natural behavior versus animal care

See all results for The dairy cattle housing dilemma natural behavior versus animal care
You are taken to the article on the Science Direct platform where you can download the PDF.
Referencing and/or exporting references to EndNote

A citation can be created for any record or a record can be exported to EndNote by clicking on “Cite”
Select a citation style or click on Export to EndNote

- Export to EndNote: Downloads a file for use in EndNote.
- Export to RefWorks: Opens in a new window. Please disable your popup blocker.
- Export to RIS: Downloads a file for use in EasyBib, Mendeley, Zotero, etc.

The reference can be copied and pasted into a Word document.

Clicking on Export to EndNote leads to a .RIS file being downloaded. Click on the file to import into EndNote.
References from the catalogue can be saved to a list from where it can be e-mailed or exported.
Your list now contains 4 items which can be e-mailed, cited or exported to EndNote.
Renewing library items on your name

By “signing-on” you can renew library items on your name
Enter your portal detail

LOGIN

Please log in with your "p" or "U" username.
For example, Username: u01234567 or p12345678

New user

Username

Password

SUBMIT

Information about browsers:

These sites ought to function well on recent versions of commonly used browsers and on different devices and platforms (e.g., PCs running on Windows, iPads on iOS, Tablets on Android)

Users are therefore encouraged to download more than one browser onto their device and, should a problem be encountered when using a specific browser, to then try accessing the site with another browser.
Under "Library Links", go to "My account".

Search University of Pretoria Libraries and beyond.
You can renew your items if there are no fines on your name, there are no holds on the item or if an item is not past the due date yet.
Thank you